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A soulmate is a perfect fit, a mirror, the one who shows 
you everything that is holding you back.

A soulmate is the one who makes you look at yourself in a 
way so you can change your world. 

A soulmate is probably the most important person you 
will ever meet, because a soulmate can tear down your 
walls and smack you awake. 

A soulmate is a friend forever, the one that understands 
your soul, the one that will never be taken away from you.

Welcome to our new collection who talks about real 
friendship, the one that matters: welcome to Soulmate.
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Navy vest

Ffion Dress

Navy Bloomer

MW5

Sleeveless molleton vest in navy with Liberty 
floral trim, closes at the front with three 
wooden buttons. 

Flowered Liberty printed dress in different 
shades of red and grey in a classic Ffion print. 
Round neck and long sleeves, buttoned on the 
top with three mother-of-pearl buttons. As the 
cut of this dress is generous we recommend not 
sizing up.

Bloomer with braces made in navy molleton and 
Liberty floral blue print. Elasticated waist, two 
front pockets, slightly riffled and short-knee. 
Available only in sizes 2,4 and 6.

Classic 70’s red jumper made in merino wool 
with navy stripes. Regular fit, crewneck design.

Ref: Navy vest
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela

Ref: Ffion Dress
100% Cotton

Ref: Navy Bloomer 
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela

Ref: MW5
100% Merino Wool
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Ffion Blouse

MW4

Casey Skirt

Blue Liberty flowered shirt with long sleeves 
and peter-pan collar. Closes at the back with 5 
mother-of-pearl buttons, regular fit.

Classic 70’s navy jumper made in merino wool 
with red stripes. Regular fit, crewneck design.

Skirt with braces in denim piqué. Two front 
wooden buttons and a side pocket on the back. 
Elasticated waist. As the cut is already generous 
we recommend not sizing up.

Ref: Ffion Blouse
100% Cotton

Ref: MW4
100% Merino Wool

Ref: Casey Skirt 
100% Cotton
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Ffion Baby

Romper Navy

Baby dress in blue liberty floral print, with long 
sleeves and round neck. Closes at the back with 3 
buttons, this dress comes in two baby sizes, baby 
1 for 12/18 months and baby 2 for 18/24 months.

Romper for baby in navy molleton, it comes in 
two baby sizes, baby 1 for 12/18 months and size 
2 for 18/24 months.

Ref: Ffion Baby
100% Cotton

Ref: Romper Navy
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela
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Casey Pinafore

Golden Blouse

Loren Skirt

Geneva Blouse

Pinafore denim piqué dress with braces. 
Elasticated waist and a wide mid length skirt 
with a side pocket on the back and two wooden 
buttons on the front. Soft stone-washed light 
denim fabric with a vintage finition.

Soft cotton gauze oversized blouse in white and 
golden thread, wide long sleeves and A-shape 
for a romantic look with a little trim detail. 

Long skirt with braces, two wooden buttons on 
the front, elasticated waist, two front pockets. 
Made in soft stone-washed poplin denim with a 
vintage finition, this skirt is wide and long.

Soft cotton gauze oversized blouse in white with 
elasticated sleeves and collar and a wide shape 
for a romantic look.

Ref: Casey Pinafore 
100% Cotton

Ref: Golden Blouse
100% Cotton

Ref: Loren Skirt 
100% Cotton

Ref: Geneva Blouse
100% Cotton
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Loren Dress

Geneva Baby Blouse

Rose Vest 

Romantic Dress

Denim Long dress made in soft stone-washed denim 
poplin. Classic round neck with a cotton ribbon, 
long sleeves and high-waist. Closes at the back with 
three little wooden buttons. Extra long and wide.

Baby dress in cotton white gauze, with long sleeves 
and round neck. Closes at the back with 3 buttons, 
this dress comes in two baby sizes, baby 1 for 12/18 
months and baby 2 for 18/24 months.

Sleeveless molleton vest in pink with Liberty floral 
trim, closes at the front with three wooden buttons. 

Flowered Liberty printed dress in different shades 
of green in classic romantic print. Round neck and 
long sleeves, buttoned on the front with three 
mother-of-pearl buttons. As the cut of this dress is 
generous we recommend not sizing up.

Ref: Loren Dress
100% Cotton

Ref: Geneva Baby
100% Cotton

Ref: Rose Vest   
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela

Ref: Romantic Dress
100% Cotton
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Romantic Baby
Baby dress in flowered liberty print, with long 
sleeves and round neck. Closes at the back with
3 buttons, this dress comes in two baby sizes, baby 
1 for 12/18 months and baby 2 for 18/24 months.

Ref: Romantic Baby
100% Cotton

Rose Romper 
Romper for baby in pink molleton, it comes in two 
baby sizes, baby 1 for 12/18 months and size 2 for 
18/24 months. 

Ref: Rose Romper  
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela
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Rose Pinafore
Elegant Pinafore dress in old rose made in 
warm molten and lined with cotton gauze. Two 
wooden buttons on the front, extra volume and 
warm and cosy, has an small pocket on the back 
and elasticated waist.

Ref: Rose Pinafore
90% Pes
8% Vis
2% Ela

Romantic Shirt
Liberty flowered shirt with long sleeves and 
peter-pan collar. Closes at the back with 5 
mother-of-pearl buttons, regular fit. 

Ref: Romantic Shirt
100% Cotton
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Let them be little!Red Wool Overall

Navy Wool Overall

Fine, knitted merino overall with red stripes. 
Soft fine knitted in flexible and soft merino wool. 
Two real wooden buttons. This product comes in 
size 6/9 months and 9/12 months, the suspenders 
have two positions so there is room to grow.

Fine, knitted merino overall with navy stripes. 
Soft fine knitted in flexible and soft merino wool. 
Two real wooden buttons. This product comes in 
size 6/9 months and 9/12 months, the suspenders 
have two positions so there is room to grow.

Ref: Red Wool Overall
100% Wool

Ref: Navy Wool Overall
100% Wool

Wool
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Milou & Pilou is a vintage flavored brand from
Barcelona that offers stylish clothing for girls from 2 to 10.

The brand is based on the ideas of Mama Alicia, inspired
by her own beautiful girls and happy childhood
memories. With a little team of four enthusiastic people,
the first collection FW14 was launched exclusively
online and was immediately adopted by some of the
most stylish online portals and media, especially in the
UK, US and Australia.

Well-known by their twirling skirts and pinafores all
the manufacturing is based in Barcelona, contributing to 
the ethical and local production.

The brand is specialized in denims, corduroys and wool, 
making retro styled designs and providing vintage finitions 
to the fabrics, which makes each collection quite exclusive.

Currently Milou & Pilou can be found in some selected 
stores around the world.

Who is behind the whole thing?

About us...
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All Milou & Pilou products are made locally in Barcelona (Spain). They are all made with special 
care and finishing, dyed exclusively with the most ethical techniques, treated to get a vintage 
finition and washed prior sewing so they will remain in perfect condition for our customers.

Our high quality production means that we produce limited series every season and that our 
garment can be delicate.  The quality of the components require a special care.

Sizes available

Materials and Production

Baby Months Size Weight

6-12M

12-18M

18-24M

up to 80cm/311/2"

up to 86cm/34"

up to 89cm/36"

up to 10kg/22lb

up to 12kg/261/2lb

Sizes ...



 (C) milouandpilou 2018



Contact
Online store

www.milouandpilou.com

Customer Services and Sales

info@milouandpilou.com

Press and Media

felipv@milouandpilou.com

Please share with 

us your Milou & Pilou 

world with the hashtag

#milouandpilou

@milouandpilou

http://www.milouandpilou.com/
mailto:info%40milouandpilou.com%0D?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/milouandpilou
https://www.pinterest.com/milouandpilou/
http://instagram.com/milouandpilou
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